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Let sleeping dogs sleep: On why we should not
revisit regulation on dual class shares

Dual class shares are mentioned as the solution to revive moribund IPO
markets. That investors should have more flexibility in raising money and
investors in deploying funds is a given. But to argue that dual class shares
alone can bring the zip back to the IPO markets is dubious as their
deleterious impact far outweighs their advantages.
Every once in a way an idea takes hold which is supposed to be the
panacea for a specific problem plaguing the local equity markets. Share
buy-backs were seen to be the perfect tonic for reviving anaemic
secondary markets in the late 90’s: but markets began their secular uptick
not when buy-backs were permitted in 1998, but a few years later when
earnings picked-up steam. Dual class shares are seen to be an answer to
moribund IPO markets today. That investors should have more flexibility
in raising money and investors in deploying funds is a given. But to argue
that dual class shares alone can bring the zip back to the IPO markets is
dubious.
Dual class shares refer to different types of shares issued by the same
company. These shares typically differ with respect to voting rights (hence these are also called DVR’s) or right to dividends. Their rationale is
that they allow a set of shareholders – usually the founders, to control
boardroom (and voting) decisions, even as they dilute their economic
interest in the firm to raise growth capital – and investors get to
participate in the company’s expansion.
Indian regulations permit such issuances (see Annex A), and four
companies issued these – Tata Motors, Jain Irrigation, Pantaloon Retail
and Gujarat NRE Coke. Tata Motors, the most credible name, offers a 5%
higher dividend to compensate for the one tenth voting right these shares
carry vis-à-vis ordinary shares. These were issued at a 10% discount to the
shares, but now trades at 45% discount to these. Liquidity too is much
lower; it is no surprise that these don’t find favour with investors (refer to
Annex B for terms and price charts).
In contrast, in the US, the discount is shallow at about 2%. Further, the US
market is replete with marquee names that have issued DVR’s –
Google/Alphabet, Facebook, Alibaba, Berkshire Hathaway have all issued
shares with DVR’s. Today so strong is the link between DVR’s and
technology companies, that Snap Inc., was able to get away with issuing
shares without any voting rights. And so high has the clamour for such
technology shares been, that both the Hong Kong and the Singapore
exchanges have recently changed regulations to permit listing of DVR’s.
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Ajay Tyagi, chairman SEBI, in a question and answer session, with Prithvi
Haldea at the recently concluded Association of Investment Bankers of
India summit, has made clear the Board is reviewing DVR’s and may well
come out with a comprehensive set of guidelines, to help companies issue
such shares. Afterall, PayTM, Ola and Flipkart are just the dose the primary
market could do with. And if the ‘promoters’ in US and China can eat their
cake and have it too, then why not those in India? But thankfully, he was
circumspect as there are intractable issues at hand.
First, is the separation of ownership and control. A founder with 10%
equity and 10 votes per share, has more say than all other shareholders
put together (Exhibit 1).
Exhibit 1: Economic Interest vs Control
Shares

Vote per
share

Total
Votes

Economic
Interest

Control

10

10

100

10.0%

52.6%

90

1

90

90.0%

47.4%

The cushion that the DVR provides encourages managements to step
down from the quarterly treadmill to focus on the long-term. This
freedom, it is believed, is what encourages founders to list their company
rather than keep them private. But conversely it can be argued that this
can just as well lead to entrenched managements who are unchecked
when they undertake value destroying transactions. The PE investors in
Flipkart shuffled the management deck. How can the DVR shareholders
effect such a change if they have no vote?
Two, how do you contain this only to technology? The old economy firms
are all embracing technology – car manufacturers are gravitating towards
electric cars, oil majors at fracking, banks sophisticated analytics, and the
lines between the new and the old is rapidly blurring. If regulations can’t,
what prevents a towel manufacturer from taking advantage? And that
cannot be the purpose.
Three, the appropriate safeguards in the form of a sun-set clause are seen
as striking the right balance between letting founders run their
businesses, and the dissipating benefits that such shares offer. These are
structured to convert a superior vote share into an ordinary share at a
pre-determined period (say five years from listing) or event (say the
founder stepping aside). But a fixed period assumes that industries
mature in a specific year or that their business model will not change or
that the founder alone is responsible for its success: Paypal has done
wonderful after its promoters stepped down.
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Further the sunset clauses are effective in the US because controlling
investors have a fiduciary duty to all shareholders and a well-worn class
action suite mechanism – and the huge price discount for DVR’s in the
Indian market reflects this reality.
Another safeguard is in terms of specifying resolutions on which the
founders have super-majority a vote and those where the vote is
equalized (compensation) or even done away with (related party
transactions). But this collapsible voting power, complicates decision
taking for investors.
Four, the fear that a number of the technology firms will list overseas
without listing in India may have merit, but the examples - Rediff.com and
Sify.com hold a lesson, fashions are fickle.
Finally, the Indian equity markets have steadily moved up the ranks in
protecting minority investor interest. The Ease of Doing Business ranks
India at #7 in this category. The journey has been hard-fought with
regulations – the Companies Act and SEBI LODR, and stock-exchanges
steadily raising the governance standards and disclosure norms. This has
resulted in a steady flow of domestic and international money comforted
in the improved transparency and rights that shareholders have gained.
The recent roll-out of stewardship codes further empowers shareholders,
forcing managements to change behaviour. The DVR’s risk jeopardising
India’s rank and alienating investors.
Just four issues over ten `years and none in the last eight, steep price
discount to ordinary shares, sallow trading volumes. Such shares are
clearly unloved. There are many products where markets need to be
cranked to get them going: DVR’s is clearly not one of them.

A modified version of above the comment was published in Business Standard under the
title ‘Do we really need dual class shares?’ on 26 December 2018. You can read the column
by clicking this link or typing/cutting-pasting the following to your url:
https://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/do-we-really-need-dual-classshares-118122500627_1.html
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Annex A: India - Current DVR Regulations
The Companies Act, 2013 under Section 43 permits companies having two types of share capital:
a. Equity share capital – with voting rights or with differential rights (as to dividend, voting)
b. Preference share capital
Conditions for issue of shares with differential rights:
• Authorisation in the articles of association
• Ordinary resolution passed by members (through postal ballot in case of a listed company)
• Issue size should not exceed 26% of the post-issue paid-up capital of the company
• Consistent track record of distributable profit for the preceding three years
• No default in filing financial statements and annual returns for the immediately preceding 3
financial years
• No subsisting default in the repayment of deposits, redemption of any class of shares or
payment of dividend (company may issue equity shares with differential rights upon expiry of
5 years from the end of the financial year in which such default was made good)
• the company has not been penalised by any regulatory body in the last three years
A company cannot convert its existing equity share capital with voting rights into equity share capital
carrying differential voting rights and vice–versa (effectively a fresh issue needs to be made by the
company).
The holders of the equity shares with differential rights will enjoy all other rights such as bonus shares,
rights-shares etc., which the holders of equity shares are entitled to, subject to the differential rights
with which such shares have been issued.
The Board’s report for the financial year in which the such issue was completed shall contain detailed
disclosures regarding the issue of shares with differential voting rights:
• number of shares allotted
• details of the differential rights relating to voting rights and dividends
• percentage of DVR shares to the percentage of the post-issue capital and percentage of voting
rights respectively
• issue price
• particulars of promoters, directors or key managerial personnel to whom such shares are issued
• change in control, if any, in the company consequent to the issue
• diluted Earnings Per Share pursuant to the issue of each class of shares
• pre and post issue shareholding pattern along with voting rights
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Annex B: India DVR Issuance terms and price movements
Exhibit 2: DVR share issuance in India terms
Company

Differential Voting Rights

Differential Dividend

Tata Motors

One vote for every 10 DVR
equity shares

5% higher than the rate on
ordinary shares

Jain Irrigation

One vote for every 10 DVR
equity shares

Same as ordinary shares

Future Enterprises

Three votes for every four
DVR equity shares

2% higher than the rate on
ordinary shares

In addition to the above companies Gujarat NRE Coke has issued DVR shares

Exhibit 3: Tata Motors Ordinary Vs Tata Motors DVR (Since Issuance)

_________ Ordinary _________ DVR

Exhibit 4: Jain Irrigation Ordinary Vs Jain Irrigation DVR (Five years)

_________ Ordinary _________ DVR
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Exhibit 5: Future Enterprises Ordinary Vs Future Enterprises DVR

Note: Gujarat NRE Coke, the fourth India company to issue DVR’s quotes at around Rs 1.50 per share.
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Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by Institutional Investor Advisory Services India Limited (IiAS). The information contained herein is solely
from publicly available data, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied on as such. IiAS shall not be
in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this
report. This document is provided for assistance only and is not intended to be and must not be taken as the basis for any voting or investment
decision. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Each recipient of this document should make such
investigation as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of the individual resolutions referred to in this document (including
the merits and risks involved). The discussions or views expressed may not be suitable for all investors. The information given in this
document is as of the date of this report and there can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with this information.
This information is subject to change without any prior notice. IiAS reserves the right to make modifications and alterations to this statement
as may be required from time to time. However, IiAS is under no obligation to update or keep the information current. Nevertheless, IiAS is
committed to providing independent and transparent recommendation to its client and would be happy to provide any information in
response to specific client queries. Neither IiAS nor any of its affiliates, group companies, directors, employees, agents or representatives
shall be liable for any damages whether direct, indirect, special or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or
in connection with the use of the information. The disclosures of interest statements incorporated in this document are provided solely to
enhance the transparency and should not be treated as endorsement of the views expressed in the report.

Confidentiality

This information is strictly confidential and is being furnished to you solely for your information. This information should not be reproduced
or redistributed or passed on directly or indirectly in any form to any other person or published, copied, in whole or in part, for any purpose.
This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any
locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or
which would subject IiAS to any registration or licensing requirements within such jurisdiction. The distribution of this document in certain
jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons in whose possession this document comes, should inform themselves about and observe,
any such restrictions. The information provided in these reports remains, unless otherwise stated, the copyright of IiAS. All layout, design,
original artwork, concepts and other Intellectual Properties, remains the property and copyright of IiAS and may not be used in any form or
for any purpose whatsoever by any party without the express written permission of the copyright holders.

IiAS Voting Guidelines

IiAS' voting recommendations are based on a set of guiding principles, which incorporate the basic tenets of the legal framework along with
the best practices followed by some of the better governed companies. These policies clearly list out the rationale and evaluation parameters
which are taken into consideration while finalizing the recommendations. The detailed IiAS Voting Guidelines are available at our website.
The draft report prepared by the analyst is referred to an internal Review and Oversight Committee (ROC), which is responsible for ensuring
consistency in voting recommendations, alignment of recommendations to the IiAS’ voting criteria and setting and maintaining quality
standards of IiAS’ proxy reports. Details regarding the functioning and composition of the ROC committee are available at
https://www.iiasadvisory.com/about. In undertaking its activities, IiAS relies on information available in the public domain i.e. information
that is available to public shareholders. However, in order to provide a more meaningful analysis, IiAS, generally seeks clarifications from the
subject company. IiAS reserves the right to share the information provided by the subject company in its reports. Further details on IiAS policy
on communication with subject companies are available at https://www.iiasadvisory.com/about.

Analyst Certification

The research analyst(s) for this report certify/ies that no part of his/her/their compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to
specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. IiAS’ internal policies and control procedures governing the dealing and trading
in securities by employees are available at https://www.iiasadvisory.com/about.

Conflict Management

IiAS and its research analysts may hold a nominal number of shares in the companies that IiAS covers (including the subject company), as on
the date of this report. A list of IiAS’ shareholding in companies is available at https://www.iiasadvisory.com/about.
However, IiAS, the research analyst(s) responsible for this report, and their associates or relatives, do not have actual/beneficial ownership
of one per cent. or more securities of the subject company, at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this
report. A list of shareholders of IiAS as of the date of this report is available at https://www.iiasadvisory.com/about. However, the preparation
of this report is monitored by an internal Review and Oversight Committee (ROC) of IiAS and is not subject to the control of any company to
which such report may relate and which may be a shareholder of IiAS.
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Other Disclosures

IiAS is a SEBI registered research entity (proxy advisor registration number: INH000000024) dedicated to providing participants in the Indian
market with independent opinions, research and data on corporate governance issues as well as voting recommendations on shareholder
resolutions of about 750 listed Indian companies (https://www.iiasadvisory.com/iias-coverage-list). Our products and services include voting
advisory reports, standardized services under the Indian Corporate Governance Scorecard, and databases (www.iisadrian.com and
www.iiascompayre.com). There are no significant or material orders passed against the company by any of the Regulators or
Courts/Tribunals.
IiAS further confirms that, save as otherwise set out above or disclosed on IiAS’ website (www.iias.in):
• IiAS, the research analyst(s) responsible for this report, and their associates or relatives, do not have any financial interest in the subject
company.
• IiAS, the research analyst(s) responsible for this report, and their associates or relatives, do not have any other material conflict of interest
at the time of publication of this report.
• None of IiAS, the research analyst(s) responsible for this report, and their associates or relatives, have received any compensation from
the subject company or any third party in the past 12 months in connection with the provision of services of products (including
investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services or any other products and services), or managed or co-managed public
offering of securities of the subject company.
• The research analyst(s) responsible for this report has not served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company in the past
twelve months.
• None of IiAS or the research analyst(s) responsible for this report have been engaged in market making activity for the subject company.
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About IiAS
Institutional Investor Advisory Services India Limited (IiAS) is a voting
advisory firm, dedicated to providing participants in the Indian market with
independent opinion, research and data on corporate governance issues as
well as voting recommendations on shareholder resolutions for over 750
companies. IiAS provides bespoke research and assists institutions in their
engagement with company managements and boards.
In addition to voting advisory, IiAS offers two cloud based solutions - IiAS
ADRIAN, and comPAYre. IiAS ADRIAN captures shareholder meetings and
voting data and provides packaged data that can be used to gain insights on
how investors view specific issues and gain greater predictability regarding
how they might vote. comPAYre provides users access to remuneration data
for executive directors across S&P BSE 500 companies over a five-year
period.
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